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Welcome to Bremen
 

What’s a Poly-system adventure?
An adventure that’s compatible with more than one set of rules. Your books shouldn’t 
become obsolete just because you’ve switched to a different system. For instance, if you’re 
a die-hard fan of Fate but all your friends want to play Savage Worlds – you can’t get your 
money’s worth from your Fate books without doing a lot of difficult and time-intensive 
conversion between the two rule-sets. With a poly-system sourcebook this is no longer a 
problem since we’ve already done the conversion for you. This book is compatible with: 
Dr. Nik’s Happy Fun Rules, The Entropic Gaming System, Fate, and Pathfinder (with 
the accompanying book Modern Adventures, also by paNik productions). You can flip 
between rules systems by clicking the layer icons on and off. (In Adobe Reader, they look 
like eyes and are on the left). Savage Worlds content is included in their own files due to 
licensing restrictions.

Of course, if you just like one system, that’s fine too. 

using this Book
This document is divided into three different 
sections. The first section, Setting, gives 
background information about the town, 
locations within the town, and notable 
personalities. Besides giving depth and 
context to the adventure, it will hopefully 
inspire you to add your own stories to 
the town.

The second section contains the Welcome 
to Bremen adventure wherein the player 
characters interact with the town as they 
investigate (and hopefully solve) a murder. 

The third section contains a series of 
local legends, which you can share with 
the player characters to foster the sort of 
isolation and superstition that saturates 
Bremen. Most legends can also spin 
off into side quests and adventures of 
their own.

Throughout the book, you’ll find sections of text designated as R.E.A.C.T., Supernatural, 
or some other identifier. These will contain suggestions on how to tailor the basic plot idea 
to specific genres or campaign worlds. For instance in the R.E.A.C.T. universe, there’s no 
such thing as ghosts, so anything that seems ghostly is either a hoax or mistaken identity. 
However, in a supernatural campaign, ghosts might be real so we try to consider both 
options and let you choose what, if any, elements to incorporate into your game.

Likewise, we’ve moved most rule-specific text to the sidebars where it will be easy to find. 
You won’t need to scan through paragraphs of text to find the number you need.
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Welcome to Bremen is a poly-system roleplaying game adventure for four newly-Seasoned 
characters. Naturally, if you have fewer players you may consider allowing them to have 
5-10 more experience points or 5-10 less if you have 5 or more players
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setting: Bremen
Welcome to New Bremen, a small rural town in the northern United States (although it can be easily relocated 
anywhere in the northern hemisphere). Originally settled by pioneering German farmers, New Bremen quickly 
became shortened to just “Bremen” in the minds of everyone in the region. Maps and official documentation still 
list it as “New Bremen,” which occasionally causes confusion when newcomers ask directions to “New” Bremen – 
locals assume they’re looking for the new Wall-Mart in nearby Camden and send them 20 miles out of town.

Economically Bremen has known periods of both boom and bust, with a pattern of 5-6 years of expansion 
followed by 8-10 years of recession. As a result, some parts of town have relatively modern construction while 
other areas are merely the crumbling ruins of hastily assembled buildings from three boom-periods ago. As the 
town grew, it absorbed nearby farmland so for every 10 single-person or small family dwelling there’s at least 
one 5-bedroom farm house that was originally constructed in a time before electricity. As the average family size 
shrank, the sprawling farm houses became increasingly harder to rent. Many fell into disrepair and were left to 
gradually disintegrate. Even so, they really knew how to build 150 years ago and most are still standing. Beneath 
the patina of age and decay, the buildings have strong bones and will likely weather the next century just fine. In 
this sense, the old farmhouses represent the spirit of most Bremenites: Times may be hard now, but good folks 
with strong roots will outlast the bad times. Prosperity lies ahead.

However optimistic the Bremen attitude may be, the last actual boom period was 20 years ago. The town has been 
in a state of slow decline ever since then, when the last of the regional manufacturing plants moved overseas. 
As people leave town in search of work (or to live closer to their place of employment – in other towns) the town 
has shrunk to a population of only a few thousand, despite having the capacity to house at least twice that many. 
Many buildings are boarded up and many more are occupied only by “for sale” and real estate agent signs in the 
front yard. The banking crisis of 2008 hit the town particularly hard and fully a third of the buildings have been 
repossessed by banks. Many locals are gradually reaching the difficult conclusion that Bremen may not be able to 
pull out of the current downward spiral. Recently, the town closed down the middle school due to lack of funding. 
The students of grades 6 to 8 were split up between the grade school and high school.

The town may be fading away economically, but remains 
rich in rumor and folklore. It’s natural for those who grew up 
(or move in) next to a mysterious old house to be curious 
about it so locals have constructed elaborate histories for 
some of these ancient buildings – which may or may not 
have any connection to reality. Many a child’s imagination 
has transformed a boarded up homestead into “the old 
Weber Mansion”, complete with miserly former owner and 
hidden treasure. Since people tend not to question “true” 
stories that they heard as youths, these conjectures are 
often passed along as fact. 

Add in the countless rumors about possible extramarital 
affairs, who’s dating whom, family scandals, and unusual 
personal habits that somehow indicate the perpetrator is a 
serial killer and you have a community steeped in gossip 
and rumor. In a town this small every family has secrets, 
some almost obvious, some buried extremely deep. Beyond 
the mundane stories there are also endless accounts 
of ghostly sightings amid the decrepit and abandoned 
buildings, legends of carnivorous skunk-apes living in the 
nearby woods, and even chupacabra sightings in the past 
few years. Bremen is a place where there are more stories 
than there are people. 

Rick Hershey, Standard Stock Art: Issue 1 by Small Niche Games.
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At the start of the adventure, allow each player character to make a skill roll to see what they may already know 
about Bremen – or if you’re pressed for time, just give them the following information, but no legend cards.

Bremen has been experiencing an economic recession for the past 
decade. Recently the middle-school was closed down. The sixth and 
seventh graders got put back in the elementary building and the eighth 
graders are in high school now.

The players hear one or more of the local legends. Give them a draw 
from the Random Legends deck (or read them a randomly chosen 
legend, if you don’t want to print out the cards).

Despite the recent hard times there hasn’t been an increase in crime, 
mostly due to Sheriff Underwood and his no-nonsense approach to 
maintaining law and order. It doesn’t hurt that he has a half-dozen 
deputies; most of their salaries are derived from issuing speeding tickets 
out on the highway.

Ol’ Wes Harper used to have a pet tiger that he kept at his place – used 
to be a farm but ol’ Wes couldn’t make a go of it. People don’t want to 
pay 50 bucks to watch a tiger maul a chicken. Doesn’t matter because 
Sheriff Underwood made him get rid of it.

The players hear one or more of the local legends. Give them a draw 
from the Random Legends deck (or read them a randomly chosen 
legend, if you don’t want to print out the cards).

notaBle locations
the anderson house

Located on the outskirts of town, the Anderson House is an enormous three-story farmhouse. Originally 
constructed in the days before electricity when large families were the norm, the house is both drafty in winter and 
simmering hot in the summer. Large air conditioning units fill several of the downstairs windows and one of the 
master bedroom windows on the second story. A rusting swing set decorates the back yard, starkly contrasting 
with the adjacent satellite dish of gleaming polished steel.

The Andersons were one of the early families to settle in Bremen when it was first founded and remain a fixture 
even today. The Andersons are a moderately prominent family and have a solid reputation in town. Luke Anderson 
is the current patriarch. Along with his wife, Ruth, he hosts an annual picnic on their land. The picnic also doubles 
as a charity fundraiser and last year, they raised $3,281 for cancer research. 

The house is also home to 12-year old Sally Anderson and the senile and infirm Aunt Susan. The oldest son 
Robert “Rocky” Anderson is away at college.

Bremen middle school
Two stories tall and shaped like a giant brick, the middle school used to teach grades 6-8 but was closed down to 
save money three years ago and the students were redistributed with grades 6 being moved to the grade school 
and seventh and eighth grade folded into the high school. 

Now it holds only surplus desks, lockers, and various non-perishable supplies from the school district such as 
unused band uniforms, out-of-season sports equipment, and enough chemistry equipment to recreate every scene 
from Breaking Bad. Strictly speaking, it’s not supposed to be used for anything because the school’s insurance on 
the building has lapsed, making them liable if any mishap occurs, but as long as the keys are limited to principals 
and coaches, the Superintendent is willing to risk it. 

Knowledge (Area Knowledge) 
or Common Knowledge for 
natives

Knowledge (Area Knowledge) -1 
 or Common Knowledge -1 for natives

Knowledge (Area Knowledge) -2 
or Common Knowledge -2 for 
natives 

Knowledge (Area Knowledge) 
+ raise or Common 
Knowledge for natives + raise

Each additional raise
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A few ground floor windows were vandalized by rock-throwing hooligans and have been covered by sheets of 
plywood but the building is otherwise intact. Any number of individuals would be happy to gain access for either the 
chemistry equipment or for covert make out sessions.

The main entrance and two rear exits are chained shut with simple padlocks. A competent lockpick would have no 
trouble getting in but for the school being on the route patrolled by Sheriff Underwood, who’d probably notice if the 
doors were unchained.

Bremen high
Bremen High is a sprawling U-shaped building on the edge of town. Although built for 600 students, it currently 
houses over 700 students of grades 7-12 and overcrowding is becoming a problem. To accommodate the overflow, 
programs such as art and home economics had to be cut but music and shop classes limp along by having 
frequent fundraising activities. The cafeteria and library are used primarily for study hall and several shelves of 
books were relocated to either storage or the public library to make room for extra tables.

Even sports aren’t immune. Track was cut and the football team performs so disgracefully they worry they might be 
next. On the other hand, concessions are still a source of income for the school and a source of pride and cheap 
entertainment for the community. Last year’s baseball team had a winning season and the school went to State in 
basketball.

With fewer extra-curricular activities available, the student population is becoming increasingly bored and prone 
to acts of mischief, bullying, and manufactured drama. An growing number of kids regularly cut classes to set up 
pranks, vandalize empty building throughout town or simply to avoid bullies. Fights break out more and more often 
and parents are starting to hold grudges against entire families for the acts of their children.

Bremen PuBlic liBrary
Like most aspects of town, the library has seen better days. It has an excellent children’s book section and had a 
pretty good reference section – before it was rendered obsolete by the internet. There’s a fair selection of popular 
fiction from 15 or more years ago, but precious few new books.

harPer’s roadside attractions
Formerly Harper’s Zoological Gardens and Roadside Attractions, 
HRA was Wes Harper’s last ditch attempt at a get-rich scheme 
(although maybe a “break-even” scheme is more accurate). Harper 
converted a barn into a museum of items of alleged historical 
significance and oddities such as a preserved two-headed calf. 
Unless you’re seriously into Native American arrowheads and 
artifacts, it’s not much of a draw at all. Still, enough people stop by 
out of ironic interest or genuine desire to see the two-headed calf 
or pickled pig fetus he’s got labeled as “demon baby” that Harper 
keeps the doors open. Since he sold off all the farm land, it’s not 
like he’s got anything else to do with the barn. Plus, he carves 
some pretty nice Americana-style woodworking for the gift shop/
shed, if you like that sort of thing.

Harper’s Roadside Attractions is locally famous because of the former “Zoological Gardens” section which, unlike 
the rest of the place, was spectacular…ly disastrous. Harper stocked pens with various barnyard animals everyone 
had already seen – along with ponies, llamas, a coy-dog, and… a tiger. Nobody knows exactly where he got the 
tiger from and Harper refuses to say but for five glorious weeks, it was the star attraction. For 50 bucks, Harper 
would sell you a chicken you could throw into the pen and watch the tiger devour it – if the tiger was hungry that 
day. (It usually was, but not always and a few people demanded refunds that Harper wouldn’t give). Ten dollar pony 
rides paled by comparison. 
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It turned out that Harper didn’t have permits for any of the animals, carried no liability insurance in case the tiger 
got loose, and the whole house of cards was one accident away from tumbling down. In an uncharacteristic act of 
leniency (although Harper doesn’t see it that way), Sheriff Underwood told Harper that he wouldn’t press criminal 
charges if he sold the tiger off to a zoo and got permits for pony rides. Knowing that nobody would pay to see llamas 
and a half-coyote (who was probably just a skinny, shaggy dog), Harper sold off the whole lot.

To this day, “Wes Harper’s Tiger” remains a local legend and is frequently offered as a tongue-in-cheek answer 
whenever anything (or anyone) goes missing. “Well, maybe Wes Harper’s Tiger ate it!” is a common refrain, 
followed by hearty chuckles.

old Woods
One of the last vestiges of primeval forest, the Old Woods stretch all along the eastern side of town, bisected by 
Highway 58. Although conditions are identical on either side, spooky stuff only seems to happen in the Southern side 
of the road, so when Bremenites refer to the “Old Woods” they’re generally referring to the Old Woods east of I-58.

The woods are densely packed with old growth trees. The tree leaves absorb most of the sunlight, which plunges 
the area into a sort of permanent twilight and leaves little opportunity for undergrowth to flourish. At ground level, 
mostly only lichens and molds thrive. The air is filled with pollen and spores that refract light. On especially bright 
days, the air itself seems to sparkle within the old woods and can be exquisitely beautiful if you don’t have suffer 
from hay fever. Mushrooms overgrow fallen trunks so quickly that they seem to vanish if you visit less often than 
weekly. A few such disappearances of prominent “landmark” trees have given the place a dangerous reputation. 
It’s an easy place to get lost in, and enough people have been seen entering but never exiting the Old Woods that 
superstitions about the place abound. Specifically, the Old Woods are believed to be the home of several ghosts 
(see the Legends section for examples) and the legendary skunk-ape (or tribe thereof). Said to resemble a long-
legged gorilla, but with orange hair like an orangutan, the skunk-ape is named for the foul sulfuric stench that 
heralds its appearance. Opinions are divided about 50-50 among the locals as to whether there really is a skunk-
ape. (There is not.)

For the past 2 years the woods have been home to Boomer, a mutant blood dog.

Miranda Hobbs is also a frequent visitor to the woods, hunting small animals for either food, her taxidermy 
business, or both.

Pure Science In a sci-fi game with a strict interpretation of physics, the woods overlie an underground sulfur 
spring. Occasionally, the mineral-infused water bubbles to the surface bringing with it sulfur compounds which 
diffuse into the air and really stink up the place. Geologic surveys from over a hundred years ago first detected the 
springs and its existence is a matter of public record. Bremenites simply choose not to examine those records. The 
skunk-ape is a more interesting and entertaining story.

R.E.A.C.T. In a R.E.A.C.T. campaign, the woods are a clear source of dimensional instability, although the exact 
reason why has been left up to you. There could be black stone ore beneath it, it might cover an ancient mutant 
burial mound, have been the site of frequent psychic and/or ritual attempts at magic, or some, all, or none of the 
above. The south woods have an average instability rating of 2 that sometimes fluctuates as high as 3. (There’s 
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